Let It Snow
Snow Drift Covering
Create a covering of snowy splendor with
our hassle-free DIY snow making technique.
Poly-Fil® Filling and snow spray is all you
need to make a little or a lot.
It’s snow much fun!
What’s Needed:
Poly-Fil® Filling- Fairfield World
Snow Spray-1$ Store
Hair Spray (Aqua Net)
Scrap Paper (For Spraying On)

8” Non-Stick Scissors- Fiskars

How To Make It:
Step 1
Begin by removing a few handfuls of Poly-Fil® from the
bag. Arrange the Poly-Fil® around the display by
stretching it out to fluff. The object is to create a covering
that is airy and slightly bumpy. Continue fluffing and
placing Poly-Fil® until the desired area is covered.

Step 2
Slide the scrap paper under the edges and light covered
areas of the Poly-Fil®. This will protect the surface.
Begin spraying the Poly-Fil® with snow spray. Start with
a light coating and build up to a med or heavy covering.

Step 3
Let the snow spray dry completely.
Spray a light coat of hair spray over the snow for
additional adhesion. Remove scrap paper.

Step 4
Set the wintery scene by placing houses, trees, a train or
a few woodland friends amidst the powdery mounds.

Note: The snow spray adheres well to the Poly-Fil®. Snow will fall and appear to melt away if consistency
touched (as we found out after putting our display in the lobby of our apartment building). Don’t fret,
simply refresh your base with a second snow fall.

Poly-Fil® can also be used to create a deep powder for snowy
luminaries.
Craft a luminary grouping using different shapes and sizes of
glass containers. Arrange then amid a bed of fresh evergreens
for an enchanting alpine glow.

What’s Needed:
Poly-Fil® Stuffing- Fairfield World
Cylinder Glass Vase
Bristle Brush Tree- 1$ Type Store
10” Battery White Lights-1$ Type Store
Batteries- Insert in lights battery pack
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Step 1 – Place Poly-Fil® in the vase. We filled ¼ of our vase.
Step 2- Form a hole in the center of the Poly-Fil®.
Step 3- Set the tree in the center of the hole. Twist the tree to adjust
placement.
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Step 4- Wrap and anchor the lights around the vase base once.
Step 5- Wrap the remaining lights around the vase.
Step 6- Adjust lights so battery pack is hidden at the backside of the vase

Our DIY Let It Snow Collection also includes:
• Snow Crystals
• Snow Pearls
• Snow Laden Branches
• Festive Holiday Bow
See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

